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Ki Saytzai 5773 - Earplugs 

  

 In this week’s parsha the Torah tells us 

(Devarim, 23,14) “Veyased tihe’yeh lecha al 

azainecha” - “You shall have a tent-peg shaped tool 

(with which to dig a hole in order to discretely perform 

one’s bodily functions) in addition to your weapons”.  

Bar Kapara (Ksuvos 5a-b), however, darshens the 

passuk by pointing out that the last word could be read 

as “oznecha” - your ears”, and can be newly translated 

as, “You shall have a tent-peg shaped tool on your 

ears!” This is teaching us that when man is confronted 

with hearing lashon hara, he should actively refrain 

from listening to it by inserting his peg-shaped fingers 

into his ears. Rebbi Akiva concurs and adds that this is the exact reason why Hashem designed 

tapered fingers, so as to be easier to insert them into the ears. Rebbi Yishmael, however, gives us 

a different trick to avoiding hearing lashon hora. He says that Hashem made the earlobes softer 

and more pliable than the other parts of the ear so that when man is confronted with lashon hora, 

he can bend the lobe into the ear to block the sound from entering his head. The question is: why 

would Hashem need to create two different body parts as tools for lashon hora-blocking? 

Wouldn’t one suffice? 

 Perhaps we can suggest the following: For man to rid himself of the scourge that is 

lashon hora he must take a two pronged approach, which is symbolized by the two different 

ways of blocking ones ears.. First, he must realize that Hashem did not put him on this planet to 

analyze the lives and ways of others. His job description, rather, is to try and perfect himself in 

the art of giving Hashem as much nachas as possible. And that is done by imbuing one’s life and 

mind with the big three; Torah, avodah, and gemilus chassadim. If man’s focus is on self-

improvement he should lose interest in what others around him are doing. This mindset is 

symbolized by placing the fingers in ones ears. All body parts have names, and all those names 

have a reason or message behind them. [For example, take the Hebrew word for the hand - yad. 

Ever wondered why it is called so? Well, yad has a numerical value of 14. When one uses both 

hands it becomes 28 (14x2). 28 is the numerical value of “koach” which is achieved by applying 

both hands to a task (heard from Rabbi Kalman Redisch).] The Hebrew names for the four 

fingers (zeres, kemitza, etzba and amah) are unique in that they are based on different aspects of 

construction or avodos performed in the Mishkan (see K’suvos 5b and Rashi there for 

elaboration). Therefore, putting ones fingers into the ears is a way of saying to oneself that the 

lashon hora is unimportant; I would rather be involved with inserting more kedusha and avodas 

Hashem into my head. 

 That being said, man still enjoys a juicy bit of gossip about someone else. And thus he 

must consciously wage war with this inclination. He must subdue his desire and conform his 

mind to repel the lashon hora. And this is symbolized by taking the lobe, a part of the very organ 

that has the ability to hear, to bend it and conform it to fit into the external acoustic meatus to 

block out all soundwaves of lashon hara. 

 The Hebrew word for the ear is ozen which has a numerical value of 64. Chazal tell us 

(Sotah 5a) that a spiritually elevated person should be humble and only have 1/64th of ga’avah - 

haughtiness. Thus the word ozen is another subliminal bit of advice to those of us struggling with 

lashon hora. Be perfectly humble. We can have 1/64th of ga’avah if we wish, but not a molecule 

more. And we will find that with our fine-tuned humility we will stop looking at others and lose 

interest in what they are doing. 
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